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Abstract. In this paper we present an architecture for large scale DNS
monitoring. The analysis of DNS traffic is becoming of first importance
currently, as it allows to monitor the main part of the interactions on
the Internet. DNS traffic can reveal anomalies such as worm infected
hosts, botnets or spam participating hosts. The efficiency and the speed
of detection of such anomalies rely on the capacity of DNS monitoring
system to treat quickly huge quantity of data. We propose a system that
leverages distributed processing and storage facilities.
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1 Introduction
The DNS service [10, 11] is the glue that holds and drives the current Internet.
In addition to a basic and essential function that maps names to IP addresses,
attackers also leverage DNS to enhance the impact of attacks. For instance Fast
Flux networks and Double Flux networks are the typical crimeware supporting
infrastructures. Fluxing techniques allow to relocate hosts providing malware
rapidly, while keeping the same contact reference: the domain name. In order to
detect such a behaviour and to be able to identify domain names implicated in
criminal activities, the fine choice of the DNS features is paramount. Behind the
concern of malicious domains, the question arises of automatically discovering
the activity type of domain. The other big issue is the storage facilities to use
for these features to have a fast access to them.
2 Passive DNS Analysis
2.1 Early phase of research
Studies on several malicious activities showed that they can be characterized
by statistical properties of basic protocol fields (TTL, Request type, domain
names). This is a good starting point that still needs to be extended with derived
metrics suited for detecting deviations from a normal profil. Major issues with
data mining for DNS data are related to identify relevant features that can be
used to detect abnormal behaviour.
In [9], we present the first steps of our work showing the utility of DNS
features in the identification of domain activities. This presents a passive DNS
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security monitoring framework called DNSSM whose architecture for DNS data
capture (see Figure 1) is based on the technique of Weimer [14]. We collect DNS
responses sent to a recursive server and extract ten features for each domain to
build a representative pattern of it. We use common features of DNS data mining
such as the TTL or the number of IP addresses associated to a single domain.
Additionally we introduce new features such as an entropy based IP dispersion
index that depicts the number of different networks in a pool of IP addresses
and thus shows the potential geographical dispersion of physical machines.
These patterns can be further used for comparison with other domain pat-
terns in order to raise singular anomalies, or to group them corresponding to
their similarities. We present a method that offers two methods: first, through
a Web Interface where the analyst can easily see the characteristics of a domain
and compare them to the average or to extreme values of numerical features. Sec-
ond, we present an automatic analysis leveraging the k-means clustering method
[5] based on ten DNS features. Data mining 300 MB of DNS responses allows
to group together domains participating to CDNs, domains that performs user
tracking services or very popular domains such as google.com or facebook.com.
Through this analysis of a small dataset, we show that DNS features are signif-
icant in domain activity.
2.2 Distributed data storage
A critical requirement for such an architecture is the large quantity of data that
has to be processed and stored. Our experience in deploying a passive DNS
monitoring tool showed that for a regional backbone network, the daily quantity
of data can easily reach 1 GB per day. In our first trial, we have implemented
the storage system using a relational database system (MySQL). Since tracking
malicious domains over a monthly basis can lead to deal with data quantities in
the tenths of GBs such that we have to leverage distributed storage and retrieval
solutions. Existing approaches leverage efficient key-value storage systems (see
Cassandra [6] or [7]).
Most activities related to DNS security monitoring require small processes
running over a very large database. For instance, looking for the IP address
corresponding to a domain is an easy task, but requires to mine a huge volume
of data. Thus, the paradigm has shifted from a highly computational to a data-
intensive problem. We propose to use the popular Hadoop framework [15] in
order to distribute both the computations and data storage.
Hadoop implements the MapReduce [4, 8] design pattern, which is designed for
data-intensive problems and to distribute computing of large datasets on clusters
of computers. However, for achieving the same task as the centralized approach
of MySQL, the design of our DNS analysis algorithm has to be rethought, be-
cause mapping is applied onto each piece of distributed data, on each machine.
Basically data is processed to extract required features, with the domain name
being the key. Later, these key features are used to aggregate results, because
all outputs of the mappers with the same key are sent to a unique reducer in
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Fig. 1. Hadoop-based DNSSM architecture
charge of producing the final result. This is an issue we are addressing to build
the architecture proposed in Figure 1.
3 Related Work
The first work of Florian Weimer [14], opened the door to DNS analysis with
a first proposal to analyse passively collected DNS data. Based on this work,
a lot of research has been done to detect DNS anomalies such as DNS tun-
nel in [3] or FastFlux and botnet in [12, 1] and [2]. These papers present data
mining techniques leveragning several DNS features and mainly supported by
machine learning in automatic detection. The difference to our work is that
DNSSM doesn’t relies on labeled data as it uses unsupervised clustering tech-
niques. Dealing with large quantities of DNS data has already been addressed
in [13], where Plonka et al. use binary trees to store DNS data using mapped IP
addresses as keys.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a method to identify and compare domain names
activities leveraging features that are extracted from DNS response packets. We
propose an architecture to collect and mine data manually or automatically. We
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showed in a small scale analysis (around 300 MB of data) the ability of our
framework to group domain names regarding their activities using the k-means
clustering method. We are currently extending this architecture to fit with bigger
volume of DNS data by using a distributed data storage and computation system
(Hadoop).
In further work we will use this new data storage architecture to apply our
technique to bigger data sets such as those from recursive DNS servers from an
ISP or similar in order to detect more DNS anomalies. We also plan to extend
the approach with more relevant features that can typify traffic more accurately.
Finally, passive DNS data will be correlated with data gathered from honeypots
to protect a targeted network from malicious domains.
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